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Introduction:  Life was impossible in the early 

Universe. The emergence of life as we know it relies 
on several factors. First, the elements essential to life 
must be fused in stars. Galaxies formed soon after the 
formation of the first stars. Over time, galactic disks 
not only allowed for the concentration of life’s essen-
tial elements, but the magnetized galactic wind of disk 
galaxies also provided protection of habitable planets.  

 Supernovae, especially those that explode into 
their previously ejected winds, play a critical role. The 
supernova rate reasonably tracks the star formation rate 
within galaxies. Habitability became more probable 
once the star formation rate, supermassive black hole 
activity, and gamma-ray burst rate decreased; see Fig-
ure 1. Biospheres are further protected from high-
energy charged particles by an astrosphere driven by 
stellar winds and a planetary magnetic field if present. 
A planet’s atmosphere can be especially protective to 
life on its surface. 

 Timeline of cosmobiology: A timeline for habita-
bility in the Universe is developed based on astrophys-
ical constraints on complex life as we know it and for 
extremophiles. The emergence of life does not occur 
simultaneously everywhere in the Universe. Some re-
gions may accumulate sufficient elemental abundances 
to support life, however, they may be located too close 
to accreting black holes, supernovae, and gamma-ray 
bursts, that occasionally produce dangerous radiation 
and particle fluxes. Mergers of galaxies are especially 
harmful to complex life. Some galaxies, especially 
those with no or low-mass supermassive black holes, 
promote complex life as they have sufficient star for-
mation without excessive sterilizing threats. Finally we 
consider the future for life in the Milky Way and else-
where in the local Universe.  
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Figure 1: Time evolution of habitability in the Universe. The ele-
ments of life build up slowly, while habitability threats decrease. On 
the right side is a schematic view of the development of a Super-
Galactic Habitable Zone (SGHZ). Life is impossible near the center 
of rich superclusters and merging galaxies. The blue shaded region 
around 8 Gyr and extending to later times corresponds to extremo-
phile habitability without complex life on land as we know it. Figure 
from Mason & Biermann (2017). 
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